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(1-15 February 2018)

Editor: Syed Ghulam Raza

From Editor’s Desk,
Maritime Security has gained vital importance in the
contemporary global security matrix. It is indeed a fact
that evolution of conventional and non-conventional
security threats of multifaceted nature motivated by
divergent interests of the stakeholders, have challenged
the stability of maritime domain more than ever before.
The prevailing dimension of maritime security
particularly in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) demands
regional forces to interact and work together through
collaborative engagements in order to maintain order at
sea.
As an important regional player, Pakistan is
contributing more than its share to improve maritime
security in IOR. Apart from its sustained participation
in Task Forces 150 and 151, recently conducted joint
Naval exercises, Naseem -Al- Bahr and Affaa Al Sahil
held at Port Al Jubail and Karachi respectively, between
Pakistan Navy and Royal Saudi Naval Forces are the
noteworthy endeavors in this regard.
Rear Admiral (Retd) Mukhtar Khan HI(M)
Director General IMA
42 Indian Fishermen Arrested in PMSA Operation
Source: Pakistan Today
4th February, 2018
Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA) on Saturday
arrested at least 42 ﬁshermen belonging to Indian Gujarat
and also seized eight boats near the Gujarat coast.
A PMSA spokesperson said that the Indian ﬁshing
launches were seized by the Pakistani authorities for
violating the country's coastal boundary. The operation was
conducted with the help of PMSA vessels and fast attack
boats, he added. The arrested ﬁshermen were later handed
over to the Docks police to initiate further investigation.
PMSA had earlier arrested 17 Indian ﬁshermen after
they sailed into Pakistani waters on January 9. Statistics
from December 2017 and January 2018 show that around
292 Indian prisoners languishing in Pakistani jails have
been released on humanitarian grounds.
Fishermen belonging to India and Pakistan are
frequently detained after crossing into each other's
territorial waters. The problem is made worse by the fact
that the maritime border between the two countries had
not been clearly deﬁned yet.

Pakistan Navy Ship ASLAT Seizes Huge Cache of
Drugs in North Arabian Sea
Source: The Express Tribune
7th February, 2018
Pakistan Navy Ship ASLAT seized 5,000 kg of hashish
valued in millions of dollars while operating in the North
Arabian Sea. The operation by PNS ASLAT was carried out
while undertaking Maritime Security Operations in
Pakistani Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ).
The successful seizure of narcotics by Pakistan Navy
was the result of a complex and risky operation involving
surveillance and analysis in the area and conduct of
Special Operations. After gathering credible evidence,
Special Warfare teams of PNS ASLAT boarded the
suspected vessel, undertook search operation and seized
5,000 kg of hashish. Later, the sized drugs and suspects
were handed over to Pakistan Maritime Security Agency
(PMSA) Ship for further legal proceedings and its
disposal as per law.
During this operation, Pakistan Navy ship crew
demonstrated impeccable professionalism, selﬂess
devotion and utmost courage in the face of harsh
environment. The success of Pakistan Navy Ship in
interrupting the ﬂow of narcotics highlights the
importance accorded by Pakistan Navy in patrolling the
waters of North Indian Ocean to ensure free ﬂow of
legitimate commerce and deny use of High Seas to
terrorists and all associated miscreants.
Successful operation by Pakistan Navy Ship resulting
in seizure of huge quantity of narcotics is a testimony to
the fact that Government of Pakistan and Pak Navy
remain committed in ensuring freedom of High Seas and
preventing its use for any unlawful purposes. Pakistan
Navy has been instrumental in curbing illegal
transportation of contraband goods and will continue to
shoulder its national obligation and responsibility for
making the sea lanes across Indian Ocean safe and secure.
PNS ASLAT is a F-22P frigate capable of undertaking
wide variety of combat as well as full spectrum Maritime
Security Operations at sea. The ship was deployed as part
of the Multinational Combined Task Force-150 (CTF-150),
which is part of Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF). The
Task Force-150 is mandated to ensure maritime security
to prevent counter terrorism and associated illegal
activities.

Govt Keen To Launch Islamabad, Karachi SEZs
This Year
Source: Dawn
7th February, 2018
The federal government is pushing for expedited
completion of formalities to launch two special economic
zones (SEZs) — one each at Islamabad and Port Qasim,
Karachi — this year under the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC). "We want to present the federal SEZs as
models for Chinese investment so that the two zones take
off during the current year," a senior government ofﬁcial
told Dawn on Tuesday. The top priority of the federal
government is to ensure that CPEC physically enters the
next stage of industrial cooperation this year.
He said the Board of Investment (BoI) as the federal
government's lead agency for foreign investment was
holding meetings on a daily basis with National Industrial
Parks Development and Management Company and
Capital Development Authority for ﬁnalisation of all legal
and procedural requirements for Port Qasim and
Islamabad industrial zones. He said the zones would be
given a shape that could be followed by the provincial
governments in development of their respective SEZs.
Around 1,500 acres of land out of Pakistan Steel Mills had
already been identiﬁed and earmarked for Port Qasim SEZ
but its pricing has to be approved by the PSM board of
directors in its coming meeting.
The BoI and the Planning Commission are engaging
with prominent chambers of commerce and industry in KP,
Punjab, Islamabad, Sindh, GB, AJK, and the Federation of
Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry, among
others, for brieﬁngs about upcoming SEZs. All the nine
SEZs — identiﬁed so far in all four provinces and special
areas including AJK, GB and Fata — would be initially
developed by provincial governments for building
infrastructure in various forms of public-private
partnerships.
This would be followed by setting up industrial units for
which the federal government would offer equal incentives
to all investors irrespective of their Chinese or Pakistani
origin. Provincial governments would also be free to give
additional tax incentives to attract local and foreign
investors. The federal government would offer complete tax
holiday for these SEZ if investments start before the end2020.
The special economic or industrial zones also include
the Dhabeji economic zone in Sindh, for which 1,000 acres
have been earmarked, whereas the development of an
industrial park on 1,500 acres of Pakistan Steel Mills' land
at Port Qasim is awaiting land transfer. Moreover, the 200acre Bostan Industrial Zone in Balochistan, Allama Iqbal
industrial city near Faisalabad, Mohmand marble city in

Fata, ICT model industrial zone in Islamabad and a mixindustry special zone in Mirpur, AJK, are under process
but have yet to take off.
China's key objective is to gain the quality and efﬁciency
improvement of the textile and clothing industry, expand
its size and increase the supply of high value-added
products, and in the process promote the Kashgar
Economic and Technological Development Zone, and
Caohu Industrial Park to adopt means like export
processing. On the Pakistani side, the key objective is to
expand cooperation in the appliance industry, promote
Pakistan's industries from assembling imported parts and
components to localised production of parts, and
encourage various forms of Chinese enterprises to enter the
Pakistani market to improve the development of energy
efﬁcient appliance industry.
It also envisages industrial capacity cooperation in
sectors such as chemicals, engineering, agro, iron and steel
and construction materials, and the of use efﬁcient, energysaving and environmental friendly processes and
equipment to meet the demands of Pakistan's local markets
while further expanding into the international market.
Pakistan Naval Ships Arrive in Abu Dhabi
Source: Gulf News
February 8, 2018
Three Pakistan Navy ships arrived at Port Zayed, Abu
Dhabi, on a goodwill visit to the UAE on February 5. The
visit was also aimed to celebrate the 'Year of Zayed' with
the UAE Navy.The friendly goodwill visit of Pakistan naval
ships is signiﬁcant in furthering the historical and friendly
relations between Pakistan and the UAE and enhance
mutual cooperation between the two navies, said a press
statement issued by the Pakistan Embassy.
Pak Navy
Campaign

Launches

Spring

Tree

Plantation

Source: Urdu Point
9th February 2018
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi
launched the Spring Tree Plantation Campaign 2018 by
planting a sapling at Naval Headquarters, Islamabad on
Friday. Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar Mahmood
Abbasi speaking on the occasion highlighted the
importance of Tree Plantation Campaigns that provide
opportunities to strengthen our link with the nature.
The Naval Chief urged the countrymen to join hands
with Pakistan Navy in this noble cause and commit to plant
at least one tree each to ensure better environment for
generation to come. Pakistan Navy intends to undertake
massive tree plantations during the current spring season

in all units and areas under responsibility from Jiwani in
the West to Sir Creek in the East to contribute towards
Green Pakistanprogram.
Pakistan Navy also plans to participate in many other
activities such as Beach Cleaning and Marine Pollution
Control Awareness campaign etc to improve overall
environment of the country. Parliamentary Secretary for
Climate Change & Member National Assembly Ms Romina
Khurshid Alam and Senior Ofﬁcers were present on the
occasion.
CPEC to Usher in Prosperity in Pakistan, Region
Source: The News
10th February, 2018
Federal Minister for Interior, Planning, Development
and Reforms Ahsan Iqbal said China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) will usher prosperity and progress not
only in Pakistan but the entire region. He was speaking at
the Embassy of Pakistan, Washington DC to highlight the
signiﬁcance of CPEC, according to a message received on
Friday.
The minister highlighted that major infrastructure
projects related to the CPEC were nearing completion
within the timelines. "Both China and Pakistan are keen to
operationalize CPEC at the earliest so that it stimulates the
economy and brings about a meaningful change in the lives
of the people," he said.
"There is scope for the extension of CPEC projects to
other countries." He also said Pakistan's economy
registered impressive growth of 5.3 percent last year, which
was projected to rise to six percent in the current ﬁscal
year. "This will increase further as the economic dividends
of CPEC are realised," he added.
Earlier, Ambassador Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry, in his
opening remarks, said CPEC was a visionary initiative of
the governments of China and Pakistan which had the
potential to bring economic beneﬁts to both countries and
the region for decades. He said CPEC represents the
transformation of a long-standing and time-tested strategic
friendship between China and Pakistan from the political
to the economic sphere. "The people of both countries are
excited by the opportunities that CPEC presents," the
ambassador said.
Dr Ehtisham Ahmed, a renowned economist and former
senior World Bank/IMF ofﬁcial, while moderating the
event said CPEC was generating great interest around the
world and implementation of this project was part of
China's Belt and Road Initiative. The success of CPEC
would demonstrate that the Belt and Road Initiative could
transform the economic future of the region, he added. The

event was widely attended by foreign policy experts and
Pakistani-American community members.
First Phase Of Pak-Saudi Naval Exercise Naseem Al
Bahr Concludes
Source: The Express Tribune
12th February, 2018
The ﬁrst phase of the joint naval exercise, Naseem Al
Bahr XI being conducted at Port Al Jubail between
Pakistan Navy and Royal Saudi Naval Forces (RSNF) was
concluded on Monday. During the ﬁrst phase, various
training exercises were organised onboard PN and RSNF
ships and harbour facilities, said an ofﬁcial news release
issued here.
Planning modules on conduct of amphibious landing
operations, escorting operations, sniper/ camouﬂage
techniques and mine-counter measures procedures were
rehearsed by the two navies. Mission commander of
Pakistan Navy and exercise director from RSNF closely
monitored and supervised the training activities.
Naseem Al Bahr is aimed at enhancing interoperatability and sharpen the tactical proﬁciency in
counter-piracy, anti-air and surface warfare and mine
countermeasure warfare. The exercises will help in
developing cooperation in operations against asymmetric,
air, surface and mine threats.
On completion of harbour phase, next phase of the
exercise will include joint naval operations at sea and will
continue till February 17 in Saudi Arabian waters.
Concurrently, Pakistani and RSNF marines are also
engaged in joint marine exercise 'Deraa Al Sahil'. Conduct
of joint maritime exercise between Pakistan Navy and
RSNF in present geo-political milieu assumes great
signiﬁcance and will go a long way in enhancing bilateral
relations between the two countries, said the press release.
Since the inception of biennial exercise Naseem Al Bahr
in 1993, it has matured as an advanced level maritime
exercise involving almost all facets of naval forces. The
level of participation from both sides signiﬁes the trust and
mutual conﬁdence, which prevails between the two
countries.
Ambassador Hosts Dinner Aboard Pakistan Navy
Ship
Source: Saudi Gazette
13th February, 2018
The Pakistani Ambassador Vice Admiral (Retd.) Khan
Hasham Bin Saddique hosted a dinner aboard Pakistan
Navy ship Zulﬁqar berthed at Jubail port at the weekend.
The dinner was held in honor of the ofﬁcers of Royal Saudi

Naval Forces and Pakistan Navy, participating in joint
naval exercises in the Gulf. Prominent members of
Pakistani community were also invited. Commander of
Eastern ﬂeet of Royal Saudi Naval Forces Rear Admiral
Laaﬁ Al-Harbi was the guest of honor on the occasion.
Addressing the gathering, the ambassador thanked
Custodian of the two Holy Mosques King Salman and
Crown Prince Muhammad Bin Salman for their leadership
in enhancing strategic relations between the two countries.
He also thanked and appreciated the hospitality and
professional excellence of the RSNF. He stated that the
relations between the two countries, in all spheres, were
growing stronger with each passing day. He termed the
exercises as yet another milestone of defense cooperation
between the forces of the two countries. He added that such
exercises provide an opportunity for exchange of expertise
and knowledge of modern techniques of naval warfare
which were helpful in building the capacity of both navies
for countering the threats posed in the maritime arena.
Pakistan Navy ﬂotilla comprising PN Ships Zulﬁqar,
Tariq, Azmat, Quwwat, Munsif, Pakistan Navy helicopters
and P3C Orion Long Range maritime patrol aircraft are
these days in the Kingdom for 11th edition of Naseem AlBahr series of naval exercises. These bilateral exercises also
include the ﬁrst-ever Joint Mine counter measures exercise
and Deraa Al Sahil, the marine forces exercise. The
bilateral exercises aimed at further strengthening naval
cooperation between the two countries, will continue till
Feb. 17.
China to Build CPEC Institute In Gwadar
Source: Urdu Point
14th February 2018
The maritime department on Wednesday revealed that
China would build Pak-China Technical and Vocational
Training Institute at port city to fulﬁll the required
technical and skilled manpower of maritime for the deepsea port.
"The institute will help fulﬁlling maritime technical and
skilled manpower requirements of the port after the
development of industrial projects including the Gwadar
Port Free Zone, Export Processing Zone and other
industrial and port-related projects," an ofﬁcial in the
ministry of Maritime Affairs told APP. The provincial
government has allocated land for the project which is
scheduled to be completed in a period of 3 years.
He added that the local people are main stakeholders of
Port City of Gwadar and their participation in operation
and management of the deep-sea port, participation in
industrial and commercial businesses, and in urbanization
processes is key to the all long-term developmental
initiatives. This project is proposed to shape and enhance

skills of active population of Gwadar to participate in the
growth of the Port City, he added. The institute will
comprise a main building, which will have two blocks, an
administration block, four workshops, cafeteria, hostels,
parking areas, an examination block and a teachers lodging
facility, the government is all ready allocate the land for the
project. "A Chinese company has already visited Gwadar to
review the design and feasibility of setting up the
vocational training institute, after which the Chinese
government will provide a grant and select a construction
company for execution of the project", he added.
Pakistan's Skilled Youth To Be Employed In CPEC
Projects: Chinese Envoy Yao Jing
Source: Urdu Point
Fabruary 14, 2018
Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan Yao Jing Wednesday
said Chinese companies engaged in China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) project would keep a constant
liaison with NAVTTC so that thousands of trained youth
could be employed in various projects. He expressed these
views during a meeting with Executive Director National
Vocational and Technical Training Commission (NAVTTC)
Zulﬁqar Ahmad Cheema here, said a press release. The
meeting continued for more than an hour in which
technical education and training issues and production of
skilled workforce were discussed in detail.
The
Executive
Director
NAVTTC
informed
the Chinese ambassador about the recent reforms and
activities in Technical and Vocational Education and
Training (TVET) sector. He said the CPEC would create
thousands of jobs for the skilled youth of Pakistan and
open new vistas of prosperity and development. He added
the CPEC plan was a living proof of friendship
between Pakistan and China and the entire region would
beneﬁt from it. "Keeping in mind the needs of CPEC, we
are training more and more youth in the ﬁelds of
construction and hospitality," he said.
The Chinese ambassador appreciated the steps taken
under the present leadership of NAVTTC. He said
that China would help establish world class technical
institution in Islamabad where thousands of skilled people
would be trained so that they could meet the needs of local
and global markets. He said China would help transform
NTB into a state of the art technical institution on the lines
of Tianjin University. He also said that china would soon
initiate Special Bilateral Training Programs for the trainers
of Pakistan which would enable hundreds of Pakistani
workers to get training of modern machinery and
equipment each year.

Pakistan, Saudi Naval Forces Complete First Phase
Of Aff’aa Al Sahil Exercise

have been started. He was optimistic that AJK will be able
to produce 6000 MW electricity in the coming decade.

Source: The Express Tribune
February 14, 2018

Sardar Masood Khan said that AJK will supply extra
power to Pakistan's national grid station after fulﬁlling its
own demands. He hoped it will help strengthen economy
of Pakistan. He said Mansehra-Mirpur expressway would
connect entire Azad Kashmir to CPEC's central route. He
said it would be helpful for economic progress of Azad
Kashmir and for the people. He informed that industrial
zone is being established in Mirpur under CPEC where
local and foreign investors will make investments. He said
people will get livelihood opportunities and new era of
prosperity will kick off. He also invited business
community of Karachi to invest in Azad Kashmir.

The ﬁrst phase of Joint Special Operation Forces
Maritime exercise Aff'aa Al Sahil, being held at Karachi
between Pakistan Navy (PN-SOF) and Royal Saudi Naval
Forces (RSNF-SOF), has concluded. During the ﬁrst
phase, series of land and harbour exercises were carried
out; wherein, special maritime operations were rehearsed
for the second phase at sea, said a press release issued
here by directorate of public relations of Pakistan Navy on
Wednesday.
Exercise Aff'aa Al Sahil is aimed at enhancing
interoperability and sharpening the tactical proﬁciency in
countering maritime human trafﬁcking, piracy and
terrorism. The exercise will help in developing synergy in
operations against asymmetric and conventional threats.
The exercise is a bilateral exercise being conducted
annually between the two sides since 2011. Beside
Exercise Aff'aa Al Sahil at Karachi, Exercise 'Dera Al
Sahil'between Pak Marines and RSNF Marines is also
underway at Saudi waters.
This exercise is aimed to enhance professional skills
and practicesespecially in the ﬁeld of Coastal Defence like
demonstration for Military Operations and Urban Terrain
(MOUT), Joint Beach Landing through Landing Craft
Utility (LCU) and training of snipers through camouﬂage
and concealment techniques.
Four Mega Projects being Completed in AJK under
CPEC: President
Source: The Nation
14th February, 2018

President Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) Sardar
Muhammad Masood Khan has said work on four mega
projects under China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
is continued with a fast pace and AJK will emerge as an
economic power in the region in the coming few years.
Addressing a ceremony held here Tuesday under the
auspices of English Union Council (EUC), he elaborated
the mega projects being implemented in AJK . He said
these projects include Karto-Kohala hydropower projects,
Mansehra-Mirpur Expressway and Mirpur industrial zone.
President AJK said Karot hydropower project will produce
720 MW and Kohala hydro power project will produce
1124 MW electricity. Besides this, initial work on Gulpur,
Azad Pattan, Mahal and Dohniyal hydro power projects

Talking about Kashmir issue, he said Indian forces were
massacring innocent Kashmiris people in occupied
Kashmir and their houses and properties were being
ruined. He added Kashmiris are being made homeless in
their own homes. He said Kashmiri youths and leadership
is being imprisoned while women are being desecrated. He
said hundreds of Kashmiris were crippled through pellet
guns.
He lamented over silence of the human rights
organizations for serious violations of human rights in
occupied Kashmir and demanded to take notice
immediately and help implement United Nations
resolutions for peaceful solution of Kashmir issue so that
peace could be established in South Asia. He assured
complete cooperation to his Kashmiri brethren till
achieving freedom from India. He added the day was not
far when sun will rise giving good news of freedom of
Kashmir.
Three Chinese experts groups are arriving Pakistan in
March for preparation and early kick off of CPEC Industrial
Zones, review energy project progress and explore the way
forward in oil and gas sector. The experts groups, working
under Joint Working Groups, that are arriving in March
includes industrial experts, experts of energy group and
sub-group on oil & gas sector, ofﬁcial source told The
Nation here Wednesday.
The source said that the energy experts will review the
progress on the CPEC energy projects and will also discuss
the inclusion of new hydropower projects in the CPEC
portfolio. The hydro projects located in AJK, GB and KP
will be the main focus of the experts' interaction, the source
added. Regarding the industrial expert group the source
said that their main focus will be the industrial cooperation
particularly in the Special Economic Zones(SEZs). The
SEZs will be developed in phases and in the ﬁrst phase the
economic zones of Sindh, Punjab and KP will be developed.
However , the source said, that now the federal government

has also accelerated work on its economic zones which is
also likely be discussed with Chinese experts.
Chinese Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are
showing interest in the SEZs which is encouraging and will
help the early completion of SEZs, the source said. Under
CPEC China and Pakistan have agreed to establish nine
SEZs throughout Pakistan. The third group is a sub-group
on oil and gas, of the main Joint Working Group on
Energy, is coming to Pakistan to further explore ways for
the oil and gas cooperation between the two countries
under CPEC.
In July last year Pakistan and China agreed to establish
an oil and gas sub-group under the Energy Working Group
(EWG) aimed at facilitating the existing and future oil and
gas sector projects. Later on, oil and gas was incorporated
in the CPEC Long Term Plan (LTP). Earlier under the
Short and Medium Term Plan of CPEC China was
developing energy projects in Pakistan which was further
expended under LTP. As per the LTP "China and Pakistan
should strengthen cooperation in the electricity and power
grids, and focus on promoting the construction of major
projects of Thermal power and renewable power
generation, and thermal power, hydropower, coal
gasiﬁcation, supporting power transmission networks, in
order to enhance its power transmission and supply
reliability. The experts from both countries will explore the
possibilities of setting up reﬁneries, storages and oil and
gas pipelines along the CPEC route.
"We want cooperation in oil and gas sector in a way to
make it win win situation for both the countries," the
source said. The source said that investment in the oil and
gas sector will further enhance the CPEC portfolio. It is
pertinent to mention here that separately the government
of Pakistan is planning to develop a mega oil city at
Gwadar under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and
80,000 acres of land is being acquired for the purpose.
CPEC Opened New Avenues of Investment, Trade
and Business: Balochistan CM
Source: Pakistan Today
15th February, 2018
Balochistan Chief Minister (CM) Abdul Quddus Bizenjo
said that in the form of CPEC, Balochistan has got an
important opportunity for development, opening new
avenues of investment, trade and business for the whole
country. He expressed these views while meeting a Chinese
delegation headed by Dynavolt Hisel Company CEO
Michael H Wang.
The CM said that the government has taken concrete
steps for restoration of peace and security in the province,
building safe and healthier environment essential for
international investors coming to the province for business.
He added that the province is becoming an attractive

region for investment where there are unexpected
investment opportunities. The chief minister said that by
utilising solar power "we can overcome energy crisis in
Balochistan".
Bizenjo also said that the delegation expressed desire of
making investments in various public sectors, including in
transmission line sector, the establishment of micro gridstation, and generating solar power in different parts of the
province, especially in Awaran. He added that the presence
of inﬁnite natural resources including large amounts of oil
and gas reserves have made Balochistan a favourable
region for investment, which can meet energy needs of the
whole country. The CM also said that Balochistan's
resources are the people's property and their best use will
be ensured.
Chief Minister Bizenjo further said that in the past,
Balochistan Board of Investment was not operational due
to which the province lost dynamic opportunities of
international investment and business. "Present
government is actively running this department, promoting
investment, trade and business," he added. He also said
that China is Pakistan's old friend and the government will
facilitate all the investors including those from China. The
CM went on to say that due to the ongoing CPEC
development projects and large international investments,
poverty will be eradicated from the province and there will
be an unusual improvement in the lives of the people.
Pak-China
Friendship
Guarantees
Development, Stability: President

Regional

Source: Business Recorder
15th February, 2018
President Mamnoon Hussain said that the friendship
between China and Pakistan guaranteed the development
and stability of the region for what China Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) had emerged as a ray of hope.
The president expressed these views in his message to the
Chinese people on the onset of Chinese New Year. He said
besides geographical proximity, both the people of Pakistan
and China were also close to each other by heart.
On behalf of the government and people of Pakistan,
President Mamnoon extended his felicitations on the
occasion of the wonderful cultural ceremonies of New Year.
He said Pak-China friendship was tied in a strong bond of
everlasting strategic cooperation. This relationship of
sincerity and love had given an ideal status to mutual
cooperation and relations between the two countries. He
said it was a fact that goals of Pakistan and China were
similar for what both the countries were working jointly to
promote those objectives. That was why the great project of
China Pakistan Economic Corridor was in full swing and
heading towards completion, he added. He prayed that
Pak-China friendship continued to ﬂourish and move on
from generations to generations.

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (01-15 February 2018)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

01-Feb-18
02-Feb-18

96,859

70,263

167,122

120,424

57,591

178,015

03-Feb-18

86,910

38,043

124,953

07-Feb-18

245,969

86,373

332-342

08-Feb-18

88,918

33,994

122,912

09-Feb-18

78,144

53,224

131,368

10-Feb-18

86,513

27,280

113,793

13-Feb-18

218,635

55,291

273,926

14-Feb-18

134,751

28,578

163,329

15-Feb-18

102,825

81,206

184,031

Fortnightly
Total

1,259,948

531,843

1,459,449

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (01-15 February 2018)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

01-Feb-18
02-Feb-18

111,031

18,394

129,425

91,302

51,517

142,819

03-Feb-18

126,738

21,125

147,863

08-Feb-18

83,433

31,960

115,393

09-Feb-18

74,441

66,118

140,559

10-Feb-18

87,803

3,214

91,017

13-Feb-18

43,772

56,431

100,203

14-Feb-18

153,778

37,325

191,103

15-Feb-18

236,128

19,817

255,945

Fortnightly Total

1,008,426

305,901

1,314,327

Source: Business Recorder

Protection Vessels International: Weekly Maritime
Security Report

instances of more complex criminal operations such as oil
siphoning.

Global
Source: Hellenic Shipping News

China: Beijing foreign waste controls to impact
container shipping
Stricter controls on foreign waste imports could severely
impact container shipping to China, reducing the number
of TEUs by 4-5 mn, according to shipping consultancy
Drewery. In July 2017, China notiﬁed the World Trade
Organisation that it intended to ban imports of 24
categories of recyclables and solid wastes. The new rules
are set to come into force on 1 March.

·

Cameroon: Suspected robber boards merchant
vessel in Douala port

According to a late report, a suspected robber boarded a
merchant vessel berthed at Douala port at 0200 hrs local
time. The ofﬁcer of the watch reportedly spotted the
intruder, raised the alarm and sought assistance from local
naval personnel. The intruder then jumped overboard and
escaped in a boat. Nothing was reported stolen.
Guinea: Suspected robbers attempt to board vessel
in Conakry port
Two suspected robbers attempted to board a merchant
vessel in Conakry Port Terminal at 0530 hrs local time.
They reportedly attempted to climb up the ship's astern
line while another was spotted climbing a rope. They swam
away when the crew spotted them.
PGI Analysis: Petty thefts are intermittently reported off
Douala and Conakry, although many incidents are likely to
go unreported. Both ports have improved security
provisions in recent years, particularly in Guinea where
violent armed robberies used to be a regular occurrence.
·

Nigeria: Naval guards repel attack on tanker off
Brass
An unspeciﬁed number of pirates attacked an underway
tanker at 0900 hrs local time, 50 nm south of Brass,
Bayelsa state. Embarked naval security personnel
reportedly repelled the attack. There were no reports of
casualties or damage from the incident.
PGI Analysis: Pirate attacks are common off the coast of
the Niger Delta, where multiple armed groups regularly
stage kidnap for ransom attacks at sea. Attacks typically
occur between 20-100 nm off the coast, although attacks
have been reported further out sea.
·

·

China: Hong Kong police seize USD 1.3 mn in
goods after speedboat chase
Hong Kong police arrested two men and seized USD 1.3
mn worth of smuggled goods destined for the black market
in mainland China after a speedboat chase off Shek O. The
chase began when police vessels were alerted to two Chinabound speedboats spotted near Ng Fan Chau island. Some
68 boxes of smuggled goods, including mobile phones,
cameras, watches, and other electronics, were seized. The
smuggling of goods from Hong Kong to China is common.
·

· Egypt: Poor weather closes Alexandria port
Heavy rainfall led to ﬂooding and disruption across
northern Egypt. Authorities closed Alexandria and
Dekheila ports due to poor conditions, including high
winds. There were also reports of street ﬂooding in
multiple areas of the country, including Cairo.
Finland: Dock workers to strike across all ports on
2 February
Dock workers are set to stage a 24-hour strike at all ports in
Finland on 2 February. The action is in protest against
government employment policies. The strike will start at
0600 hrs local time on 2 February, lasting until 0600 hrs
on 3 February. In addition, the Finnish Seafarers' Union
(FSU) has urged members to take part in a protest in
Helsinki's Senate Square at 1100 hrs on 2 February.
·

France: Protesting ﬁshermen block entry to Calais
Port
French ﬁshermen blocked entry to the Port of Calais,
halting all ship movements. The ﬁshermen were reportedly
protesting against "pulse ﬁshing", a technique that employs
electriﬁed nets to stun ﬁsh and which is purportedly
incurring a ﬁnancial loss for the ﬁshermen. The British
port of Dover was also affected by the protest, with ferry
operations suspended. Port of Calais ofﬁcials were said to
be in talks with the ﬁshermen and the blockade was
expected to end by 1200 hrs local time. The Port of Calais is
a major passenger port and an entry point to Europe for
British goods.
·

Nigeria: Suspected robber attempts to board vessel
at Lagos anchorage
A suspected robber attempted to board a merchant
vessel at 0101 hrs local time in Lagos anchorage. Crew
raised the alarm and contacted a security vessel, and the
attacker ﬂed as a result. Nothing was reported stolen. The
vessel and its crew were reported to be safe.
PGI Analysis: There has been a signiﬁcant increase in the
number of robberies reported at Lagos anchorage in recent
weeks, although it is unclear if the rise is due to improved
reporting procedures. Anecdotal reports indicate petty
thefts are common at the port and there have been
·

India: New Delhi, ASEAN agree to boost maritime
ties
India and the Association of South East Asian Nations
(ASEAN) agreed on 25 January to boost maritime ties,
during a meeting in New Delhi. The sides have agreed to
establish a mechanism for greater maritime cooperation.
India had invited leaders from the 10 ASEAN countries to
travel to India for Republic Day on 26 January, making it
the biggest ever gathering of foreign leaders at the parade.
Indonesia's Joko Widodo and Philippine President Rodrigo
Duterte were among those in attendance.
·

·

Iran: Tehran claims change in US navy behavior

Migrant Boat Capsizes Leaving 90 Feared Dead off
Coast of Libya
Regional
Source: The Guardian
At least 90 people are feared drowned off the coast
of Libya after a smuggler's migrant boat capsized, the UN's
migration agency has said. Ten bodies have so far washed
ashore near the Libyan town of Zuwara, Olivia Headon, a
spokeswoman
for
International
Organisation
for Migration, said. Eight were believed to be Pakistani,
and two Libyan. Two survivors swam to shore and another
was rescued by a ﬁshing boat, Headon said.

A senior Iranian military ofﬁcial said that US vessels
patrolling near Iran had changed their behaviour, leading
to a reduction in tensions. Rear Admiral Ali Ozmaei of the
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) said US vessels
now abided by international regulations in the
Persian/Arabian Gulf. Days earlier, US military ofﬁcials
said that the Iranian military had ceased their regular
"harassment" of American naval vessels. In recent years,
US and Iranian military ships have engaged in repeated
hostile interactions in the region, raising fears of an
unintended escalation of hostilities.

The deaths highlight the increasing number of
Pakistanis travelling to Libya in an effort to reach Europe.
They were the 13th largest nationality among migrants
making the crossing last year, but the third-largest
contingent in January. Despite an early surge in the total
number of migrants trying to reach Italy from Libya at the
start of January, the ﬁgures for the month as a whole were
down on the same period in 2017 from 4,531 to 4,256.

Japan: Tokyo reports North Korean tanker spotted
in East China Sea
Japan's foreign ministry reported to the UN that a
North Korean oil tanker was spotted in the East China Sea
transferring goods from another tanker in violation of UN
sanctions. The North Korea-ﬂagged Rye Song Gang 1
tanker – blacklisted by the UN in December – was spotted
tied up to the Dominican-ﬂagged Yuk Tang tanker, with
some kind of activity taking place, according to a
statement. It remains unclear what goods were being
transferred. The report comes amid frequent instances of
cargo ships violating UN sanctions by continuing to trade
covertly with North Korea in banned goods such as
petroleum.

Julia Black from the IOM's missing migrants project
said: "There is no way to predict the number of deaths we
record. Almost all migrants who die in the Mediterranean
are victims of chance, but it is heart-breaking that so often
dozens, sometimes hundreds, of deaths occur in a single
day. While the deaths of these migrants are unpredictable,
there is an undeniable trend of tragedy in the
Mediterranean." Speaking in Tunisia on Thursday, the
French president, Emmanuel Macron, attacked the Nato
intervention in Libya in 2011 that led to the fall of
Muammar Gaddaﬁ, led by the British government under
David Cameron. The operation was a serious mistake with
no plan for the aftermath put in place, Macron said.

·

Turkey: Coast guard blocks Greek defence minister
from disputed Aegean islets
The Turkish coast guard blocked the Greek defence
minister from approaching a pair of disputed islets in the
Aegean Sea at 1130 hrs local time, Hurriyet daily reported,
citing the Turkish interior ministry and the general staff.
The minister had been travelling to the Imia/Kardak islets
in an assault boat to lay a wreath there for three Greek
soldiers who had died during the 1996 Kardak crisis. The
Greek boat reportedly left Turkish territorial waters
without incident. The islets have been the subject of a
decades-long dispute that in 1996 brought the two
countries close to war.
·

There were 218 deaths on the Libya to Italy route in
January and 246 in the Mediterranean as a whole, making
it the second deadliest month since June 2017.

"France as well as states of Europe and the United
States have a responsibility in what is happening in the
region," he said. "We have collectively plunged Libya into
anomie without being able to manage the situation
afterwards and this has directly impacted the region. The
idea of unilaterally and militarily resolving the situation of
a country is a false idea." The deaths come on the
anniversary of a memorandum of understanding signed by
Italy and the UN-backed government in Tripoli, which was
designed to help Libya patrol its coastal and southern
borders. Oxfam said the deal had increased the number of
people held in detention centres, and did not do enough to
safeguard human rights and international law. Libya is not
a signatory to the 1951 Refugee Convention that protects
people who ﬂee conﬂict and persecution.

The charity said recent efforts by the African Union, the
EU and the UN to release migrants from detention centres
were welcome, but that they did not help the majority of
migrants stranded in Libya because authorities recognise
only a handful of nationalities as deserving of international
protection.
UN Court Lays Down Costa Rica, Nicaragua
Maritime Borders
Regional
Source: : ABC News
The International Court of Justice laid down deﬁnitive
maritime boundaries Friday between Costa Rica and
Nicaragua in the Caribbean Sea and Paciﬁc Ocean and a
small land boundary in a remote, disputed wetland. As part
of the complex ruling, the United Nations' highest judicial
organ ruled that a Nicaraguan military base on part of the
disputed coastline close to the mouth of the San Juan River
is on Costa Rican territory and must be removed.
Ruling in two cases ﬁled by Costa Rica, the 16-judge
U.N. panel took into account the two countries' coastlines
and some islands in drawing what it called "equitable"
maritime borders that carved up the continental shelf
underneath the Caribbean and Paciﬁc. Such rulings can
affect issues including ﬁshing rights and exploration for
resources like oil.
Earlier, the court ordered Nicaragua to compensate
Costa Rica for damage Nicaragua caused with unlawful
construction work near the mouth of the San Juan River,
the court's ﬁrst foray into assessing costs for environmental
damage. The order by the United Nations' principal judicial
organ followed a December 2015 ruling that Nicaragua
violated Costa Rica's sovereignty by establishing a military
camp and digging channels near the river, part of a longrunning border dispute in the remote region on the shores
of the Caribbean Sea.
In total, Nicaragua was ordered to pay just over
$378,890 for environmental damage and other costs
incurred by Costa Rica— a small fraction of the $6.7 million
sought by San Jose. That "represents a great defeat for
Costa Rica and its ambitions, and a vindication of
Nicaragua's position," President Daniel Ortega's
government said in a statement. Nicaraguan vice president,
government spokeswoman and ﬁrst lady Rosario Murillo
said the ﬁndings "leave us with ample natural patrimony
both in the Caribbean and in the Paciﬁc."
Costa Rican Foreign Minister Manuel Gonzalez said the
court did not take into account environmental recovery
projected over 50 years in areas where trees more than two
centuries old were logged, but added that his country
would abide by the ruling. "This should be one of the last

chapters of that painful page of our bilateral history,"
Gonzalez said in a statement. Decisions by the court based
in The Hague, Netherlands, are ﬁnal and legally binding.
Pirates Free Oil Tanker with 22 Indian Crew in
Gulf of Guinea
Regional
Source: Reuters
Pirates freed a ship carrying 22 Indian crew and 13,500
tonnes of gasoline on Tuesday, Hong Kong-based AngloEastern, which was managing the ship, said in a statement.
"All crew members are reported to be safe and well and the
cargo remains on board," the company said. The Marine
Express tanker was missing in the Gulf of Guinea after
contact was lost in Benin on Friday. The Gulf of Guinea has
become an increasing target for pirates who steal cargo and
demand ransoms, even as piracy incidents fall worldwide,
experts say.
Ships in the area were the target of a series of piracyrelated incidents last year, according to a January report by
the International Maritime Bureau (IMB), which
highlighted the waters off West Africa as an area of growing
concern.
Malaysia, Japan Coast Guards Launch Anti-Piracy
Exercise
Regional
Source: Fox News
Malaysia's maritime agency and Japan's coast guard
have launched a weeklong joint exercise focusing on
combating piracy at sea as well as search and rescue
operations. The Malaysian Maritime Enforcement Agency
says the Japanese Coast Guard sent its patrol vessel
Tsugaru and more than 50 crew for the exercise at
Malaysia's northeastern port of Kuantan. It says KM Pekan,
one of two patrol vessels given to Malaysia by Japan, will
be involved in the exercise.
The agency said in a statement Monday that it is the
third such exercise in ﬁve years to help build capacity
because "robbery at sea and cross-border maritime crime
remain a signiﬁcant threat" in Malaysia's maritime zone.
Interim Guidance on Maritime Security in the
Southern Red Sea and Bab al-Mandeb
Global
Source: Hellenic Maritime News
Following our recent Update on piracy attacks, the
International Chamber of Shipping, BIMCO and Intertanko
have published an Interim Guidance on Maritime Security
in the Southern Red Sea and Bab Al-Mandeb which is to be
followed in conjunction with Best Management Practices
for Protection against Somalia Based Piracy (BMP 4).

This new advice offers guidance for Company Security
Ofﬁcers (CSOs) and Masters in conducting risk
assessments when planning a transit through high risk
areas which includes identiﬁcation of maritime security
threats such as missiles, sea mines and water borne
improvised explosive devices (WBIED). With reference to
threat assessments, the interim guidance advises operators
to report to the Maritime Security Centre, Horn of Africa
(MSCHOA) and United Kingdom Maritime Trade
Operations (UKMTO) prior to entering the Maritime
Security Transit Corridor (MSTC) to ensure that the
military is aware of their presence and that relevant contact
details and reports of any suspicious activity have been
provided.

with reporters in Kingston, Holness said he and Tillerson
discussed broadened cooperation on national security,
energy security, the impact of climate events and economic
matters with CARICOM, an organization of 15 Caribbean
nations and dependencies.

The interim guidance is available to view and download
from the International Chamber of Shipping. We strongly
recommend that Members take note of this guidance and
incorporate the advice in their company procedures when
planning a transit through the Southern Red Sea and Bab
Al-Mandeb. NATO approved two new alliance commands
Wednesday to put a greater focus on maritime security,
logistics and military mobility, and cyber defense, DoD
News reported.

Tillerson said Washington understands how much "our
security and prosperity are very closely tied to that of our
Caribbean neighbors," and said their discussions were even
more timely as Jamaica is assuming the chairmanship of
CARICOM. "Through the Caribbean Basin Security
Initiative, the United States and the Caribbean have really
taken great strides in unifying our approach to regional
security, but we discussed ways in which we could take that
further and do more," he continued. "We appreciate the
Jamaican government's commitment to countering
narcotics
trafﬁcking
and
transnational
criminal
organizations and the cooperation that we already enjoy,
but we also see many, many opportunities to enhance that
cooperation to be even more effective in disrupting these
illegal organizations." Tillerson added that it's "in both of
our countries' interests to work together to investigate
crimes, share intelligence, conduct asset seizures where
legally and appropriate to do so, and bolster existing anticorruption and anti-gang programs."

Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg said in Brussels that
defense ministers agreed to revamp the command structure
because of concerns including the Russia threat, out-ofarea operations and the status of NATO's southern ﬂank.
"At the end of the Cold War, NATO had 22,000 staff
working in 33 commands," Stoltenberg said. "Today, the
command structure is reduced to fewer than 7,000 staff in
seven commands." The new joint force command, which
will be hosted by the U.S., will "help protect sea lines of
communication between North America and Europe,"
Stoltenberg said. "We will establish a new support
command for logistics, reinforcement and military mobility
— improving the movement of troops and equipment is
essential to our collective deterrence and defense."
Germany will host the logistics command, while a new
cyber operations center at will be set up at NATO's military
headquarters. Ministers are expected to make decisions
on timelines, locations and stafﬁng this summer.
U.S.
Vows
Greater
Maritime
Security
Collaboration in Jamaica, Colombia Meetings
Regional
Source: HS Today
Stressing that the Caribbean is America's "third border,"
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson met with Jamaican Prime
Minister Andrew Holness on Thursday to discuss
strengthening security cooperation with the island and
"most particularly" ﬁghting "tr ansnational criminal
organizations that bring nothing but problems and violence
and devastation to Jamaica and the region, but also
certainly to the homeland for the United States." Speaking

"In particular, we have greatly valued America's efforts
to disrupt transnational crime through continued support
to effectively secure Jamaica's maritime space," the prime
minister said. "We agreed to deepen our cooperation in this
regard, acknowledging also that the sharing and exchange
of intelligence is critical to the safety and security of our
two countries and the wider region."

The secretary of State traveled to Jamaica from
Colombia, where he sat down with President Juan Manuel
Santos to discuss, in part, cooperative agreements on
maritime interdiction — an "area that's been a real – we've
had real obstacles in the past," Tillerson told reporters in
Bogota on Tuesday. "And through joint efforts with Mexico,
the U.S., Colombia, we now have agreements that are
allowing us to be much more aggressive at interdicting
routes of transportation along the Paciﬁc, in particular
maritime routes," he said.
Tillerson said the pair talked about the "surge" in coca
cultivation and cocaine production along with working
together to "undermine the transcriminal organizations
that create the networks that are devastating for citizens" in
Colombia and the United States.

HMM to sign a long-term crude oil shipping
contract with GS Caltex
Regional
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
HMM inked a long-term crude oil shipping contract
worth KRW 190 billion with GS Caltex. Under the deal
signed on February 1, 2018, HMM will transport a total of
19 million-ton crude oil from the Middle East to South
Korea over a period of 5 years from July 1, 2019 to August
31, 2024. Accordingly, HMM plans to deploy two 300,000
dwt Very Large Crude Carriers (VLCC) which were
previously ordered last September. Mr. C.K. Yoo, CEO of
HMM commented that "We expect this long-term shipping
contract with GS Caltex to further strengthen partnerships
between HMM and GS Caltex." And that "HMM will secure
stable and consistent proﬁts by increasing long-term
contracts with a global customer base." Meanwhile, HMM
has continued its partnership with GS Caltex over 20 years
in crude oil shipping business.
Hyundai Samho Heavy wins US$200 mln deal for
LNG Carrier
Regional
Source: Yonhap News
Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries Co. said Thursday
that it has clinched a deal worth US$200 million to build a
liqueﬁed natural gas carrier for a Japanese ﬁrm. The South
Korean shipbuilder is set to deliver a carrier that can hold
174,000 cubic meters of LNG to Japanese shipping
company NYK Line by 2020. It marked the ﬁrst time that
Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries has won an order from a
Japanese company in 13 years. This year, Hyundai Samho
Heavy Industries, an afﬁliate of Hyundai Heavy Industries
Co., won orders to build seven vessels.
Fujairah Oil Product Stocks Up 3.2% on Week
Regional
Source: Hellenic Shiping News
Total oil product stocks at the Port of Fujairah stood at
16.779 million barrels as of 29th January, up 3.2% on the
week, with a divergent trend emerging between light
product stocks and record lows for heavies, according to
latest data from the Fujairah Energy Data Committee, or
FEDCom. Stocks of light distillates rose by 4.5% week on
week to 7.525 million barrels. They remained at an eightmonth high, reaching the second highest total on record,
and are currently 50% or 2.5 million barrels higher year on
year, S&P Global Platts Analytics said in a report.
The regional gasoline market has seen heavy supply due to
high reﬁnery runs and somewhat weaker demand, the
report said.

A number of Asian gasoline cargoes were heard to have
been shipped to the Middle East in recent weeks, despite
ample supply in the region. The front-month time spread
for Arab Gulf RON 95 gasoline has remained in contango
for the past ﬁve weeks. However, the analysts said gasoline
markets will likely begin to see some improvement in the
coming weeks as spring reﬁnery maintenance begins to
factor in. Stocks of middle distillates rose by 36.7% or
696,000 barrels to 2.592 million barrels. Despite reaching
a three-month high, middle distillate stock levels remain
relatively low. The middle distillates category averaged 3.27
million barrels in 2017, but has not risen above the 3
million barrel level since last September.
The front-month time spread for Arab Gulf gasoil swaps
was at a four-month high Tuesday, indicative of tight
supply fundamentals in the East of Suez markets. Supply in
the Asian gasoil market is limited due to tender demand
from importers such as Sri Lanka and Vietnam, and
Singapore middle distillate stocks are currently 35% lower
year on year. Additional barrels from the Middle East are
expected to be drawn eastwards given the limited arbitrage
pull from the west, the report said.
Stocks of heavy distillates and residues fell by 6.9% to
6.662 million barrels, reaching a record low for the second
week in a row. Heavy stocks have fallen by 46% since
December 4th, and are currently 19% lower than a year
ago. One source noted the eagerness of market players to
sell off inventories given the recent surge in oil prices and
market structure for fuel oil, which was in backwardation
as recently as last week. Local sources also noted a number
of cargoes headed to Pakistan's Port Qasim. These could be
the ﬁnal few volumes shipped to Pakistan from Fujairah for
a while, following Pakistan State Oil's decision to suspend
fuel oil imports. The government is looking to restrict fuel
oil burning in the power sector because of pollution
concerns while demand for fuel has been reduced by
increased LNG imports. PSO has typically tendered for
around 500,000 mt (3.175 million barrels) each month of
utility grade fuel oil loading from Fujairah.
China Steel Futures Rise Amid Speculation Output
Curbs Could be Extended
Regional
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
Chinese steel futures rose on Thursday after four days of
losses, bolstered by market speculation that curbs on
output at some steel mills could be extended beyond
winter. The most active rebar on the Shanghai Futures
Exchange had risen 0.3 percent to 3,931 yuan ($624.02) a
tonne. "There are expectations that the output curbs will be
extended by a longer period, lifting market sentiment even
though physical demand remains weak," said a steel trader
in Shanghai.

China's government ordered producers in 28 cities to
cut output between mid-November and mid-March to
reduce air pollution. Iron ore on the Dalian Commodity
Exchange slipped 1 percent to 506.5 yuan a tonne amid
concerns that appetite from the world's top buyer could
weaken if steel mills keep cutting production beyond
winter. Coke and coking coal stood steady at 1,999.5 yuan a
tonne and 1,289 yuan a tonne, respectively. Iron ore for
delivery to China's Qingdao port .IO62-CNO=MB stood
largely steady at $72.92 a tonne on Wednesday, according
to
Metal
Bulletin.
LNG Shipping: Asia’s Soaring Gas Demand Opens
Window for New LNG Projects
Regional
Source: Reuters
Soaring gas demand from China, India and Southeast
Asia is sucking up an LNG supply glut previously expected
to last for years, opening opportunity for new production
from East Africa to North America that had been deemed
part of the overhang. Trade ﬂows in Eikon show global
liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG) imports have risen 40 percent
since 2015, to almost 40 billion cubic meters (bcm) a
month. Growth accelerated in 2017, with imports up by a
ﬁfth, largely due to China, but also South Korea and Japan.
Asia's LNG market has been glutted since 2015,
following massive development that began in the early
2000s. But a gasiﬁcation program in China last year and
strong economic growth across Asia pushed up demand,
contributing – along with a cold winter – to a doubling of
LNG spot prices from mid-2017. The market is expected to
remain relatively tight for the remainder of 2018, with
China's gas program continuing and delays at several
export projects. "The tight market is going to continue
simply because demand is growing and expected projects
have been delayed," said Jun Nishizawa, senior vice
president at the energy division of Japan's Mitsubishi
Corp's.
Nishizawa cited delays in projects at Cameron LNG
export terminal in Louisiana, in which Mitsubishi has a
stake, and Freeport LNG in Texas. Freeport's ﬁrst LNG
train is scheduled to be completed in November 2018 and
no delays have been announced. "I don't think substantial
LNG will be produced by these two projects by end of the
year," Nishizawa said, speaking at an LNG industry
conference last week in Bali, Indonesia.
In Australia, the Ichthys project developed by Japan's
Inpex and France's Total has seen several delays and cost
blowouts. Total's CEO said ﬁrst exports now may not come
until the second quarter. The LNG tanker market is also
tight, with few ships ordered in recent years. "The global
LNG tanker market looks increasingly bullish for 2018 and
2019, as strong demand growth and a thinning order-book

pressure the available supply," BMI Research said this
week.
Chance For New Projects:
This unexpected tightening potentially opens the way
for new projects for the ﬁrst time in several years. Many
projects were delayed or axed when oil and gas prices
started tumbling in mid-2014. Now energy companies are
returning to health as prices have improved. "The entire
Asian LNG market will increase. It will stimulate more
producers to take the risk to develop projects to get into
Asia," said Jarand Rystad, chief executive of consultancy
Rystad Energy.
In East Africa, U.S. energy ﬁrm Anadarko Petroleum is
getting closer to a ﬁnal investment decision (FiD) as it lines
up potential buyers for its Mozambique gas ﬁeld. Tokyo
Gas is the latest to near an offtake agreement, according to
three sources with direct knowledge of the matter, who
asked not to be named as they could not talk about ongoing
contractual negotiations. Anadarko and Tokyo Gas
declined to comment. Anadarko's Mozambique concession
holds an estimated 75 trillion cubic feet (2.1 trillion cubic
meters) of gas, its website says, four times 2017's globally
imported LNG volumes. Several export projects in North
America also hope for FiD this year. They include LNG
Canada, or Kitimat, a $40 billion, 6.5 million-tonnes-ayear venture involving Royal Dutch Shell, PetroChina,
Korea Gas Corporation and Japan's Mitsubishi.
In the United States, Cheniere Energy plans to expand,
and Pembina Pipeline hopes for FiD on its 7.8 milliontonne-a-year Jordan Cove plant in Oregon. Also, top LNG
exporter Qatar plans to expand output to over 100 million
tonnes a year by 2024, from 77 million tonnes now. Other
projects and expansions are planned from West Africa to
Papua New Guinea. Just a few of these projects would lift
specialist LNG ﬁrms like Norway's Hoegh LNG.
"Now that they (China) are setting up (import) terminals,
more demand could emerge," said Parth Jindal, managing
director of Hoegh LNG Asia.
One risk to new projects, though, are emerging price
disputes between buyers and sellers, with importers
demanding cheaper and more ﬂexible terms. Poten and
Partners, an energy brokerage and consultancy, said this
week a "dearth of commitments" from buyers to long-term
contracts would make it hard for developers to ﬁnance new
capacity.
NEW DEMAND
North Asia has been anchoring demand for the past
decade – Japan, China and South Korea being the top three
LNG importers – with China accounting for most of the
growth. South and Southeast Asia are now providing new
demand. India is starting a gas development program that
could match China's, planning to add 11 LNG import
terminals to an existing four. Pakistan started importing
LNG in 2015 and has ambitious expansion plans.

Bangladesh and Myanmar also plan to develop import
terminals.

including Spain, Greece and Singapore via mergers and
acquisitions over the past decade.

Thailand expects its LNG imports to climb nearly
sevenfold, to 35 million tonnes a year by 2036, and
Indonesia, the world's ﬁfth-biggest LNG exporter, is
expected to become a net importer as domestic production
stalls. By 2030, Thailand and Indonesia together could
import nearly 70 million tonnes of LNG a year, said Azam
Mohammad of consultancy McKinsey, comparable to all
the gas China imported in 2017.

It will also raise its operational capacity for twenty-foot
equivalent units, a measure of the capacity of container
ships and terminals, to more than 2 million TEUs by the
end of this year to capture greater market share from
European rivals.

Containerization in Need of Investments
Regional
Source: Tehran Times
Iran owns 229 container ships, which contributes to 1.1
percent of the global capacity, but containerization is in
dire need of attracting investments, Mohammad Rastad,
head of Iran's Ports and Maritime Organization (IPO),
stated.
Making the remarks in the 25th Conference of
Coordinating Marine Organizations of Iran on Tuesday, the
ofﬁcial said: "Some 145 million containers are transported
annually across the globe, of which Iran's share is about 3
million containers that are mainly carried to Iran by
foreign transportation systems."
The ofﬁcial, elsewhere, underlined competitiveness as
an important factor in improving ports in the country.
Referring to multidimensional transportation, Rastad
added that an international counsellor has been employed
at Shahid Rajaiee port, in south of Iran, in this regard.
COSCO to Further Expand E-Commerce Footprint
Global
Source: ECNS
China COSCO Shipping Corp Ltd, the country's biggest
shipping company in terms of container vessels, will
continue to develop e-commerce business and other tailormade services with domestic and global partners this year,
a top ofﬁcial said on Monday.
Since 2017, the company has already sealed over 10
major business deals with domestic manufacturers, such as
First Automobile Works Group and online shopping giant
JD, to develop not only shipping business but also
partnerships to strengthen cooperation in logistics, ﬁnance,
technology and e-commerce, thereby enhancing its
earnings ability amid ﬁerce market competition.
The group operates 1,123 vessels including 422 bulk
ships and 155 oil tankers across the world. Supported by its
developed industrial chain, it is now able to operate 52
ports and 218 berths throughout the world in countries

Yu Zenggang, executive vice-president of COSCO
Shipping, said in addition to the pillar shipping business,
the group will continue to deploy resources to logistics,
industrial equipment manufacturing, ﬁnancial and
shipping services, investment, and operations linked to the
development of the Belt and Road Initiative and China's
"Internet Plus" development program.
"These businesses will effectively transform the group's
shipping activities into a more diversiﬁed operation, which
can take full advantage of the opportunities that are likely
to arise from the Belt and Road Initiative and the
development of the Yangtze River Economic Belt, and will
encourage domestic companies to expand overseas," said
Zhang Qi, a shipping industry professor at Shanghai
Maritime University.
In January, COSCO Shipping said it will build two large
container ships to serve in the upper and middle reaches of
the Yangtze River. The ships will be built at the company's
shipbuilding facility in Yangzhou of East China's Jiangsu
province. They are the ﬁrst pair of six such ships which,
upon completion, will be operated by the Wuhan New Port
Administration Committee, based in Hubei province. All
six vessels are expected to be put into operation by June
2019.
To further develop its global businesses, COSCO
Shipping has also invested more than 17 billion yuan ($2.7
billion) in the infrastructure sector in markets such as Italy,
South Korea, Egypt, Turkey and the United Arab Emirates,
which are related to the Belt and Road Initiative, between
2013 and 2017, including 14.5 billion yuan in port business.
The group launched its ﬁrst China-Russia multimodal
transportation service – by sea and rail – that kicked off
last month in Tianjin, heading for Moscow with 46
containers. It takes 14 days to complete the 7,600kilometer journey to Moscow.

Greece Owns World’s Most Valuable Fleet at 100
Billion USD
Global
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
Greek owners remain the dominant force in global
shipping. The current value of their owned ﬂeet stands at
almost exactly $100bn, putting the country at the top of the
table. The value is concentrated in the Tanker ($36bn),
Bulker ($35.75bn), and LNG ($13.5) vessel types. Hellenic
control of these markets stands at about 19% of the total
worth of the ﬂeets. The strong commitment of Greek
owners to the global shipping markets looks unlikely to
change as others, such as Germany, are liquidating assets.
The trend in Chinese ownership is rising, as state owned
companies are consolidating and placing new orders. This
is a reminder that there are always new challengers for the
throne of peak market value. Greek owners, with their
sharp focus on commercial results, should continue to lead
the pack for the foreseeable future.
LPG as Marine Fuel: The World LPG Association
Supports the Shipping Industry to Meet Emission
Regulations
Global
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
Increasing concern over the impact of human activities
on our environment is encouraging the maritime transport
industry to move towards the use of alternative fuels on
ships as a prime source of energy for propulsion and
electricity generation. This trend is being reinforced by
national and international regulation, led by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO). As a
consequence, ship owners will be forced to think about a
cleaner fuel and it is inevitable that there will be a radical
change in shipping fuel options from HFO to cleaner
alternatives. Amongst the options, LPG provides a future ﬁt
solution for shipping industry for the reduction of exhaust
emissions from marine vessels. LPG emits practically
negligible SOx and particulate matter. Moreover, it has the
ability to emit approximately 80% fewer NOx emissions
related to Tier I. When LPG is compared to existing heavy
marine fuel oils, it's greenhouse gas (GHG) performance
represents a major step forward. LPG fuelled engines do
not suffer from the detrimental "methane slip" and realistic
reductions of GHG by 20% are achievable when compared
with conventional maritime fuels, offering signiﬁcant
environmental advantages while meeting all energy and
environmental challenges.
The World LPG Association (WLPGA), with its
continued commitment to cleaner environment, has issued
a report titled "LPG for Marine Engines – The Marine
Alternative Fuel", dedicated to the use of LPG in the marine
sector. The WLPGA report aims to open the doors for LPG

as the next marine alternative fuel. The report contains a
wealth of information, data and compelling arguments in
support of using LPG as the fuel of choice in marine
vessels. It also promotes the understanding of the technical
possibilities and market potential of LPG as a fuel in the
marine sector. The report gives a comprehensive overview
of aspects related to LPG as a marine fuel, including
production and utilisation, engine technologies, markets,
safety considerations, environmental performance, pricing,
and ﬁnancial feasibility. It provides also an update of
current developments in the marine gaseous fuel market
and the numerous opportunities and recommends actions
for the LPG industry and wider, in order to pave the way
for a take-up in the marine routes.
It is hoped that this report can secure endorsement
from leading stakeholders such as classiﬁcation societies,
vessel manufacturers, ship owners and the IMO. It targets
vessel owners, vessel operators and other stakeholders who
need to decide on the type of fuel used in vessels, as well as
local and national authorities that drive legislation
impacting on the choice of fuel.
LPG as a marine fuel is at least as attractive as LNG,
already available almost everywhere, offering shorter
payback periods, lower investment costs and less
sensitivity to fuel price scenarios. LPG can be used in all
sizes of vessels from the largest of ocean going ships, down
to the smaller boats with inboard or outboard engines. On
the basis of the recommendations of this report, signiﬁcant
additional activity is now ongoing, in particular targeting
the sector of large shipping and bunkering.
LPG can play a major role in this changing environment
and re-establish itself in the position that it deserves as an
ideal alternative clean marine fuel. The WLPGA is the
authoritative voice of the global LPG industry representing
the full LPG value chain, with a global network of more
than 250 members from 125 countries, bringing together
private and public companies, institutions and
international organisations. It implements projects on local
and global scale, aiming at cleaner air and water and
promoting compliance to good business and safety
practices. It engages decision-makers to understand that
LPG is a safe, clean, healthy, multi-purpose, efﬁcient,
ecological and strategic marine fuel solution and an
immediately available energy source that can signiﬁcantly
help to meet today's and future environmental challenges.
U-Ming orders two Very Large Ore Carriers from
China yard
Regional
Source: U-Ming
U-Ming Marine Transport (Singapore) Private Limited,
a subsidiary of U-Ming Marine Transport Corporation
(2606), has signed a 25-year Contract of Affreightment

(COA) with Vale International SA of Switzerland. The COA
is the biggest and longest commitment in U-Ming's history
and the total contract value is anticipated to be more than
US$600 million with a bunker adjustment clause. The
owner has also ordered two 325,000 deadweight tons Very
Large Ore Carriers (VLOC) from China's Qingdao Beihai
Shipbuilding Heavy Industry Co. Ltd. to facilitate the
contract.
A U-Ming spokesman said today: "U-Ming Marine
Transport has long-term relationships with major mining
companies around the world and its proven track record of
providing reliable transportation services is evident among
its international customer base. The signing of this longterm contract has further enhanced the cooperation and
relationship between Vale International SA and U-Ming.
The COA will commence in 2020 until 2045 for
transporting Brazilian iron ore to China. We have been able
to secure a bigger portion of long term charters with
stabilized revenue and proﬁt for the company."
In their aspiration to be a leading eco-friendly shipping
company, U-Ming has ordered two VLOC ships (325,000
deadweight ton) with a "LNG-Ready" design for retroﬁtting
to "Dual-Fuel" in the future. The vessels are expected to be
delivered in 2020. Each vessel will be equipped with a
state-of-the-art an eco-efﬁcient main engine, SO2 scrubber
features, digital optimization systems, and comply with the
International Maritime Organization's 2020 sulphur cap of
0.5% with effect from 2020. These environmentally
responsible vessels adhere to the latest international
maritime regulations which provide green shipping to our
customers with signiﬁcantly reduced greenhouse
emissions.
U-Ming notes that the dry bulk shipping market recovered
signiﬁcantly in 2017. The overall Baltic Dry Index (BDI)
achieved an annual growth of 70% to 1,145 points. U Ming
also said China's economy grew by about 6.9% last year
and overall the performance was better than expected in
2017. China's value-added industrial output maintained by
more than 6% steady growth and the annual growth of total
proﬁts earned by Chinese industrial enterprises exceeded
20%. China imported about 1.0814 billion tons of iron ore,
a growth of 5.5% year-on-year, in 2017.
China's iron ore demand has been rising and its import hit
a record high in 2017; of which 60% was from Australia
and 20% from Brazil. Major mining companies have been
increasing their iron ore production capacity to meet
China's demand. According to Australia ofﬁcial estimates,
the world iron ore total export in 2019 will reach 1.378
billion tons, a 7% growth as compared to 2017, of which
Vale's new S11D mine will reach a nominal capacity of 90
million tons per annum by 2020 with an iron content of up
to 66.7%. The total iron ore export from Brazil in 2019 is
expected to be 10% more than in 2017.

Bahri Welcomes 43rd VLCC to Its Fleet
Regional
Source: The World Maritime News
National Shipping Company of Saudi Arabia (Bahri) has
taken delivery of Lawhah, the second very large crude
carrier (VLCC) ﬂeet addition since the beginning of this
year. The 300,000 dwt carrier was handed over at a
naming ceremony held at the Hyundai Samho Heavy
Industries (HSHI) Mokpo shipyard in South Jeolla
Province, South Korea, on February 1, 2018. Lawhah lifts
the total number of the company's multipurpose ﬂeet to 90
and the VLCC ﬂeet to 43.
The tanker is part of the ten VLCCs Bahri ordered from
the South Korean company in May 2015, in line with its
maritime growth and expansion plan. Bahri has received
seven vessels so far, including Kassab, which was
delivered in January 2018. As informed, the remaining
three carriers will be delivered in the ﬁrst half of 2018.
Maersk Line launches New Service Between Asia
and Latin America
Global
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
Maersk Line announced the launch of the new Asia –
Latin America / West Coast South America services. The
service will provide Maersk Line's customers with new
direct products for Colombia, the Caribbean and Pecem,
Brazil. It will reduce transit times and offer greater port
coverage, while maintaining the network's leading
reliability. The new service will begin operations at the
beginning of April 2018.
To improve its product offering and optimise its Asia –
Latin America / West Coast South America (AC) network,
Maersk Line will add a fourth loop to the network at of the
beginning of April. The AC5 service, connecting Asia to
Colombia, the Caribbean and Pecem, will provide greater
port coverage and reduced transit times, most notably to
the Colombian market. The optimised network will deliver
greater value for Maersk Line's customers. This is in line
with Maersk's ambition announced in December 2017, that
the integration of Maersk Line and Hamburg Süd will offer
customers better market coverage, attractive direct services
and other beneﬁts via a combined global network. Maersk
Line and Hamburg Süd's combined capacity on the new
network remains the same as the total capacity currently
deployed by the two carriers respectively.
With the inclusion of a fourth loop Maersk Line will be
able to provide dedicated and direct products for the Peru
and Chilean markets via AC1, the Mexican and Central
America markets via the AC2, and the Colombian, Panama
and Caribbean markets via the new AC5, in addition to a
pan West Coast Latin America service (AC3). Other
beneﬁts of the upgraded AC network include:

·

·

New Direct coverage to and from Singapore, Xiamen,
Antofagasta, Angamos, Iquique, Cartagena, Manzanillo
(Panama) and Pecem
Four direct weekly services from China and Korea with full
coverage to Mexico, Central America, Caribbean and West
Coast of South America

·

Four direct services from Shanghai, three direct services from
Ningbo, Shekou, Hong Kong and Busan

·

Extensive direct access to Chilean ports: Angamos,
Antofagasta, Iquique, San Antonio, Valparaiso and San
Vicente

·

Improved transit times to Colombia, Panama and the
Caribbean

·

Improved transit times from Valparaiso and Callao to
Yokohama, Busan and Shanghai by almost a week

Mitsui Engineering, Tsuneishi Shipbuilding to
form Tie-Up
Regional
Source: Nikkei
Japan's Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding and
Tsuneishi Shipbuilding have agreed to form a business
alliance aimed at better competing with their Chinese and
South Korean rivals, the two companies announced
Thursday. The two companies will consider jointly
designing and building merchant ships, especially bulk
carriers. MES and Tsuneishi, a major shipbuilder based in
the western Japanese city of Fukuyama, are moving toward
joint operation of the latter's cost-competitive overseas
shipyards.
By expanding the scale of their operations, the two
Japanese shipbuilders hope to better compete with China
and South Korean manufacturers, which between them
hold 70% of the global market. MES has close relations
with Tsuneishi, providing it with technology for the design
of merchant ships. It will expand its partnership with
Tsuneishi by sending design and construction engineers to
work with the company on merchant vessels. MES also
plans to deepen its cooperation with Tsuneishi in sales and
procurement.
Tsuneishi is weighing the possibility of building large
passenger ships. MES will also help Tsuneishi design such
vessels. The company has set up two shipyards overseas,
one on Cebu Island in the Philippines in 1994 and the other
in China's eastern Zhejiang Province in 2003. Tsuneishi is
Japan's ninth-largest shipbuilder, but if its overseas
shipyards are included Tsuneishi ranks third, after Imabari
Shipbuilding and Japan Marine United. MES hopes to
enhance its international competitiveness by making use of
Tsuneishi's overseas shipyards to build large vessels at low
cost.

Construction of Land-Based LNG Facility Under
Way at the Port of Gothenburg
Regional
Source: Hellenic Shipping News
Construction of a liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG) facility is
now under way at the Port of Gothenburg. The facility will
open up new opportunities for LNG-fuelled ships that call
at the Gothenburg Energy Port. It will become fully
operational during 2018. LNG is currently the cleanest
marine fuel available to major shipping companies. The use
of LNG as a fuel reduces emissions of sulphur, particles
and heavy metals to a minimum. Emissions of nitric oxide
are reduced by 80 per cent. The EU has already highlighted
LNG as a key marine fuel for the future.
LNG as marine fuel is increasingly used in the world as
global sulphur regulations become increasingly stringent.
The Port of Gothenburg has made considerable progress in
promoting its use. The ﬁrst LNG bunkering took place at
the Port of Gothenburg in autumn 2016, and since then
operating regulations and routines have been developed
and efﬁciency has been improved, resulting in a steady rise
in the number of LNG bunkering operations.
Time-Efﬁcient Bunkering
Today, Skangas is supplying vessels with LNG using a
ship-to-ship bunkering system at the Port of Gothenburg.
Skangas has now been joined by Swedegas, which owns
and runs the Swedish gas transmission network. Swedegas
will expand the number of LNG options at the port with the
construction of a facility that will ensure safe, rapid and
effective landside LNG bunkering whilst vessels are loading
and discharging at the Energy Port. "With both Skangas
and Swedegas operating at the Port of Gothenburg, we have
two companies that complement each other with different
offerings. Shipping lines now have a further incentive to
consider switching to LNG," said Jill Söderwall, Vice
President and Head of Commercial Operations at the Port
of Gothenburg Energy Port.
Scalable Facility with More Choices
The facility will be scalable and can be adapted to the
needs of the customers. Gas purchasers will also be able to
choose their supplier. LNG will arrive at the facility by
trailer or in containers, and will be distributed via a 450metre vacuum-insulated cryogenic pipeline to the quayside.
The facility marks the ﬁrst step in the construction of a
broader solution for the gas infrastructure at the Port of
Gothenburg, with the potential to connect to the gas
transmission network. In time, Swedish industry and land
transport could also make use of the facility.
"As is the case with the gas transmission network, in
which both natural gas and biogas can be transported, the
new facility will be ﬂexible and can also be used for the

storage and transport of renewable gas. Customers with
access to the transmission network can already choose
biogas, and this is something we are looking to extend to
the shipping sector as the next step in their transition to
environmentally correct alternatives," said Johan
Zettergren, Swedegas Chief Executive. The EU has assigned
the project PCI (Project of Common Interest) status, which
means that it is among the most prioritised infrastructure
projects in Europe. The EU, via the INEA (Innovation and
Networks Executive Agency), has also conﬁrmed that
support measures are in place to ensure the project will
reach fruition.
Swedegas is an infrastructure company that invests in
smart energy systems. The company owns the gas
transmission network, which extends from Dragør in
Denmark to Stenungsund in Sweden. Swedegas transports
energy to distributors and directly connected customers.
The gas transmission network supplies 33 municipal areas
with gas, as well as industrial enterprises, combined heat
and power plants, and vehicle ﬁlling stations. Swedegas is
in the process of developing a new infrastructure for
biogas, hydrogen gas and LNG.
MOL Inks Partnership with NCC
Regional
Source: World Maritime New
Japanese shipping company Mitsui O.S.K. Lines (MOL)
has signed a capital and business alliance agreement with
compatriot liquid cargo logistics provider Nippon Concept
Corporation (NCC). As informed, the objective of the
agreement is to develop a “comprehensive two-way
strategic partnership” including both partners' group
companies and to enhance their businesses. The new
business alliance will cover the share of overseas and
business networks, joint business and service operations,
joint technology research and development, joint
purchasing, proactive use of both companies' services and
exchange of personnel, among other matters, MOL said in
a statement. Through this partnership, MOL said it will get
an opportunity to expand into the liquid chemical product
transport business.
In addition, NCC will be able to globally increase its
name recognition and enhance its competitiveness by
integrating MOL Group companies' overseas networks with
its existing networks, according to MOL. The companies
will also discuss other issues of mutual beneﬁts.The move
is part of MOL's strategy to select and invest in new
business ﬁelds that can bring advantages to the company.
Some of the ﬁelds in which it strategically allocates human
resources and investment include chemical tanker and
logistics. At the same time, MOL is promoting a study on
entering the tank container business. Under the terms of
the agreement, NCC plans to accept one full-time director
and one part-time director from MOL on its board of
directors. MOL plans to acquire 15% of NCC's issued shares
through the acquisition of its issued shares and

subscription to new shares issued through a third-party
allocation by NCC.
Iran Holds 1.1 pc World Shipping Capacity
Regional
Source: IRNA
Managing Director of Iran Ports and Navigation
Organization Mohammad Rastad told the 25th Seminar of
Maritime Organizations that with 229 big ocean liners and
1.1 percent of the world capacity, Iran stands 20th in the
world list. Rastad said though standing 20th in the world
list, Iran has not suitable standing in container
transportation. He said 145 million containers are
transported by big vessels annually, while at the time of
maximum port activities, Iran managed to move three
million containers in ports per year, part of which is done
by foreign companies. Rastad said majority of goods are
now transported by container and key world ports are
ready to berth at 17 meter depth with 20,000 containers.
He went on to say that in 2017, an international
maritime and port center announced that Iran ranked 69th
for forex revenues due to marine transportation while two
countries in the region ranked 17 and 25. Rastad said Iran
ranked 57th worldwide in terms of maritime transportation
infrastructure while the ports in the region reserve the 5th
and 13th ranks worldwide.
Shipping First as Commercial Tanker Crosses
Arctic Sea Route in Winter
Regional
Source: Guardian
An LNG tanker designed for icy conditions has become
the ﬁrst commercial ship to travel the Arctic's northern sea
route in winter. It marks a milestone in the opening up of
Russia's northern coastline, as thawing polar ice makes
industrial development and maritime trade increasingly
viable. The Teekay vessel Eduard Toll set out from South
Korea in December for Sabetta terminal in northern
Russia, cutting through ice 1.8m thick. Last month, it
completed the route, delivering a load of liqueﬁed natural
gas (LNG) to Montoir, France. Its voyage was captured by
the crew in a timelapse video. Bermuda-based ﬁrm Teekay
is investing in six ships to serve the Yamal LNG project in
northern Russia. A similarly designed vessel owned by
Sovcomﬂot made the same passage last August. This small
and growing Arctic-ready ﬂeet can operate independently
of icebreaker escorts, which are also in high demand.
Arctic sea ice is steadily thinning and receding, with
seasonal ﬂuctuation, as global temperatures rise due to
human activity. In January 2018, ice extent hit another
record low for the month, according to the US National
Snow and Ice Data Center. While polar conditions remain
tough, the trend creates market opportunities. The
northern sea route is shorter than alternatives through the
Suez Canal for many trade links between Europe and Asia.

Qatar Accedes to Ballast Water Management
Convention
Global
Source: World Maritime News

major contribution to the development of LNG as a
marine fuel and illustrates Total’s strong commitment
towards the use of this new fuel,” Olivier Jouny, Managing
Director of TMFGS, said.

Qatar has become the latest state to sign up to the
International Maritime Organization's (IMO) Ballast Water
Management Convention, the treaty helping to protect the
marine environment. A total of sixty-eight signatories now
represent more than 75% of the world's merchant ﬂeet
tonnage. On February 8, 2018, Yousef Ali Al-Khater,
Ambassador of Qatar to the United Kingdom, met IMO
Secretary-General Kitack Lim at IMO Headquarters,
London to deposit the instrument of accession.
BWMC entered into force ﬁve months ago. Under the
treaty, ships are required to manage their ballast water,
which can contain thousands of aquatic or marine
microbes, plants and organisms, which are then carried
across the globe.

“ This is a key milestone for MOL and also a stepping
stone to further enhancement of the two companies’
relationship of not only in conventional fuels but also LNG
as a marine fuel. We are conﬁdent that our joint technical
and operational expertise will contribute positively to this
new business development,” Takeshi Hashimoto, MOL
Senior Managing Executive Ofﬁcer, Energy Transport
Business Unit, said.

MOL, Total Pen Deal on LNG Bunker Vessel for
CMA CGM’s Giants

Interlegal – First Ukrainian Law Firm Which
Performed Ship Arrest Under New Procedural
Rules

Regional
Source: World Maritime News
Mitsui O.S.K. Lines (MOL) and Total Marine Fuels
Global Solutions (TMFGS) have signed a long-term charter
contract for a large LNG bunker vessel of 18,600 cbm. The
vessel will be built by Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding in
China and is scheduled for delivery in 2020. It will be ﬁtted
with the Mark III membrane containment system provided
by the French company GTT.
The bunker vessel will operate in Northern Europe and
will be the ﬁrst ever capable of supplying large quantities of
LNG in one single bunkering operation, Total said. It will
be used in particular to supply CMA CGM's new LNG mega
containerships, in line with the 10-year contract of 300 kt
per annum signed with TMFGS in December 2017.
With this vessel, TMFGS intends to serve the emerging
marine LNG market for the containership segment,
including those sailing on the Europe-Asia trade. Featuring
a length of about 135 meters, the vessel will be highlymaneuverable and will meet the highest environmental
standards through the use of LNG as fuel and a complete
reliquefaction of the boil-off gas. Total's ﬁrst LNG bunker
vessel will be managed by MOL (Europe Africa), a UK
subsidiary of MOL.
“MOL’s track record in LNG shipping already includes
major achievements with Total. Combined with our strong
historical activity in the bunker industry and our global
footprint in LNG, this pioneering agreement offers a

To remind, ahead of 2020 IMO sulfur regulations, the
two companies have signed a Memorandum of
Understanding to combine their expertise in the
development of marine LNG infrastructure and serve
MOL's future LNG needs.

Regional
Source: Nellenic Shipping News
Interlegal is the ﬁrst Ukrainian law ﬁrm which
performed ship arrest at the sea port in accordance with
new commercial procedural regulations, resulting in the
Shipowner's full debt recovery against the Client. Maritime
agency ﬁled a request to Interlegal on debt recovery for
rendered services. The Client rendered agency services to
the Debtor's ﬂeet which resulted in large debt amount.
Pretrial dispute settlement between the parties had no
positive effect Interlegal lawyers analyzed promptly the
Client's documents and took measures aimed at detecting
the vessel managed by the Debtor and sailing to the
Ukrainian sea port. For the purpose of further claim
security, Interlegal lawyers ﬁled an application on further
claim security by means of ship arrest on the grounds of
maritime claim. Having agreed with Interlegal arguments,
the court recognized indebtedness, satisﬁed maritime claim
and arrested the vessel.
Due to prompt actions, the Debtor paid full debt against
the maritime agency within a day. This fact emphasized
effectiveness of security measures in dispute with the
debtor. Following full settlement with the Client, Interlegal
team released the Vessel within the shortest term. As the
result, the Debtor avoided additional losses. Interlegal is
the ﬁrst Ukrainian law ﬁrm which performed ship arrest at
the sea port in accordance with new commercial procedural
regulations. New procedural codes have been valid since
December 15, 2017. In 2017 Interlegal lawyers arrested 23
vessels.

Underwater Seal Repairs Avoid Drydock And OffHire Costs
Global
Source: The Maritime Executive
Following a spate of stern tube seal failures, Antwerpbased Hydrex has reiterated its capability in carrying out
repairs to stern tube seals during a ship's routine port visit,
saving the expense and loss of revenue of unscheduled
drydocking. Stern tube seals can suffer undue wear or
damage due to a variety of causes, causing water ingress
and oil leaks. With ever-tightening environmental
regulations resulting in heavy penalties for oil pollution,
rapid and timely repairs are essential.
The company's ﬂexible Mobdock repair method allows
seals to be repaired or replaced while the ship is aﬂoat in
harbour, allowing shipowners to keep vessels earning
revenue by avoiding extra visits to drydock. A recent stern
tube repair was carried out to a tanker berthed in Antwerp.
"Although this was very close to our headquarters, we can
undertake similar work anywhere," says Hydrex CEO Boud
van Rompay. "Our well stocked fast response centre can
deliver the necessary equipment anywhere in the world
without delay. All of our ofﬁces are equipped with the latest
facilities, lightweight equipment and tools, and our
network of skilled technicians can be mobilised to be ready
to start work as soon as the ship arrives at its next port of
call."
It is not always straightforward to replace seals. There
can be considerable variation in the size of the stern tube
itself and the liners can be worn down and show ruts. In
the case of the tanker in Antwerp, a thorough underwater
inspection of the stern tube seal assembly revealed that a
rope and a ﬁshing net had become entangled. Hydrex
divers removed both, and the ﬂexible Mobdock was
installed to allow the repair work to be undertaken in dry
conditions. Hydrex technicians removed three damaged
seals and replaced them with new ones. Hydrex worked in
close cooperation with the seal manufacturer, which
allowed the company to provide the client with original
spare parts, thus guaranteeing a sound repair using the
best quality material. To help ensure this, a technician from
the seal manufacturer was in attendance during the repair.
UK to Curb Shipping Accidents with New HiLo
System
Regional
Source: World Maritime News
The UK Chamber of Shipping has launched the HiLo
system, a predictive modelling tool for accident prevention
in shipping. Launched on February 5, the new initiative
aims to prevent 'high-impact' events like explosions,

collisions and groundings by recording the frequent lowlevel incidents that are pre-cursors to major incidents. Data
from these smaller, seemingly nonthreatening incidents
can be interrogated using HiLo. The analysis can then be
used to target the speciﬁc areas in which safety should be
improved onboard vessels, which will help upgrade the
overall safety performance of the individual shipping
companies that subscribe to the scheme. “Our shipping
industry has a fatal accident rate 20 times that of the
average British worker and ﬁve times that of
construction. Simply put, that is unacceptable. And it
needs action – now,” Dr Grahaeme Henderson, President
of the UK Chamber, said.
Development of the HiLo system has been undertaken
jointly by Shell, Maersk and Lloyd's Register, with future
funding from the Lloyd's Register Foundation. Shipping
companies Gaslog, Maran Gas, Stena as Northern Marine,
Stolt, Teekay, Torm, Tsakos Columbia Ship Management
and V Ships are HiLo's founding members, and have been
contributing incident data to the system during its
preliminary stages.
Ports Could Soon Receive Remotely-Operated
Fireboats
Global
Source:World Maritime News
Marine engineer Robert Allan and technology specialist
Kongsberg Maritime have joined forces to develop a new
range of remotely-operated ﬁreboats for ports. The
ﬁreboats, which would address the evolving safety and
security needs of modern ports, will enable more aggressive
on-water ﬁreﬁghting while reducing risk and improving
personnel safety. The un-crewed RALamander ﬁreboat will
offer in-close ﬁreﬁghting and 'eye in the ﬁre' capability that
keeps marine ﬁreﬁghting professionals out of harm's way.
Robert Allan, Kongsberg Maritime said that ﬁres involving
containers, petrochemicals, shore-side structures or vessels
can be attacked more quickly in situations where toxic
smoke or explosion risk may delay or even prevent manned
assets from responding effectively.
RALamander can serve as a force multiplier with
conventional ﬁreﬁghting assets, or be deployed on its
own.The ﬁrst in the series, the 20 m RALamander 2000,
will be equipped with FiFi 1 capability with a total pumping
capacity of 2400 m3/hr with optional foam. A retractable
mast can bring one of the three monitors to a high point of
attack for shipboard or dock ﬁres. A range of auto functions
is planned for ﬁreﬁghting, including dynamic positioning,
water spray target holding, and 'line protection' where
RALamander automatically moves back and forth along a
line while directing protective spray cover on shore
structures or vessels threatened by a ﬁre.

Fujairah Oil Spill Caused by Tankers 'Illegally
Cleaning Their Holds’

One Step Closer to Effective Enforcement of New
Sulphur Regulations

Regional
Source: The National

Global
Source: Hellenic Shipping News

The oil spill that hit the Fujairah coast on January 26
was the result of tankers illegally cleaning out their holds.
That is according to the general manager of Fujairah port,
Capt Mousa Murad, who has called for 24-hour monitoring
of ships to tackle the issue. "The recent spills have been
caused by tank cleaning by passing ships," Capt Murad told
The National on Tuesday. "Especially when tankers change
from [carrying] one product to another," he said, implying
that the spills are made up of residue cleaned from within
the tanks.

This week, the IMO agreed to ban fuel with an
excessively high sulphur content on board ships. The
proposal was actively supported by Denmark and is now to
be ﬁnally adopted by the IMO Marine Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC). According to a previous
IMO decision, ships' fuel must have a maximum sulphur
content of 0.5 per cent from 2020, compared to today's 3.5
per cent limit. The new prohibition, which enjoys wide
support from the IMO member States, green organisations
and the industry, will most likely make it easier to enforce
the provisions.

He said the oil "comes from international waters and
could hit Dibba, Fujairah or Khor Fakkan." Capt Murad
said the port is working with the Ministry of Climate
Change and Environment and the UAE Armed Forces to
address the problem. Apart from individual states, the
Arabian Gulf is monitored by the Marine Emergency
Mutual Aid Centre and the Regional Organisation for the
Protection of the Marine Environment. But Capt Murad
said it requires even more surveillance. "It requires 24hour monitoring. This is what happens in Europe and
Scandinavia and Japan so you can take an action
immediately when someone is polluting the water."
The issue is now in the spotlight again following the Al
Aqah spill in January, which affected tourism and damaged
marine life. Last year, the east coast of the UAE was hit by
several oil slicks. The UAE's territory extends to 12 nautical
miles in water. Under the UAE's Federal Law No 24, all
marine means of transportation are prohibited from
discharging or disposing of oil or oil mixture into the
marine environment. Penalties include imprisonment and
ﬁnes of up to Dh1 million. But most of these incidents
happen in international waters where it becomes more
difﬁcult to police.
"The UAE has enacted laws banning the throwing of
waste and oil sludge into the water by the hundreds of
tankers operating in the region," said Salah Al Rayssi,
director of the ﬁsheries sustainability department at the
Ministry of Climate Change and Environment. "The
Ministry of Climate Change and Environment works closely
with local authorities to respond in real-time to oil spill
incidents by overseeing the clean-up of contaminated
beaches along the east coast of the UAE and ﬁnding the
perpetrators, holding them accountable for their actions."
Mr Al Rayssi said the ministry is working to enhance an oilspill monitoring and detection system.

Andreas Nordseth, Director General of the Danish
Maritime Authority: "The proposal to ban the on-board
presence of high sulphur content fuel globally is a step in
the right direction. We are striving to reduce distortional
practices among the various ﬂag States, and this ban will
make it easier to enforce the regulations and, thus, help
ensure a level playing ﬁeld."
Ships ﬁtted with so-called scrubbers for ﬂue gas
cleaning or any other approved technology will be
exempted from the ban, and it will not apply to fuels
merely carried as cargo either. Agreement on the ban was
reached by the IMO Sub-Committee on Pollution
Prevention and Response (PPR). Now the proposal is up
for consideration by the IMO Marine Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC), which is expected to adopt
the ban before the end of 2018; subsequently, the ban is
planned to enter into force in March 2020. The ban is part
of wider IMO efforts to ensure efﬁcient enforcement of the
new sulphur provisions – efforts that will be continued
towards 2020.
The proposal has enjoyed wide support in Blue
Denmark since stronger enforcement helps ensure a level
playing ﬁeld for the global industry and fewer sulphur
emissions. In Denmark, the Danish Environmental
Protection Agency is – together with the Danish Maritime
Authority – responsible for enforcing the sulphur
provisions. Both of these authorities have attended this
week's meeting in London.
Lack of Due Diligence Could Lead to Major Costs
Global
Source:World Maritime News
Inadequate due diligence now could result in expensive
operational problems in the future, as well as potential
long-term
reputational
damage.Andrew
Marshall,
Coldharbour Marine Chief Executive, predicts major

problems ahead for those ship operators who have adopted
a strategy of minimum compliance based on lowest cost, or
simply agreed on ballast water treatment systems as part of
a standard shipyard speciﬁcation.

vessels to the sea. These innovative vessels are built with
the ﬁrst-of-its kind MAN B&W ME-LGI 2-stroke dual fuel
engines and have achieved accolades from the marine
industry for their use of clean-burning methanol as an
alternative fuel.

Marshall said that many ship operators require a far
better understanding of ballast water treatment
technologies and their shortcomings in real-life
applications. “Which charterer would risk hiring a ship
with a known history of delays, or an operator with a list
of PSC issues? You can be certain that the end-users of
shipping services will be conducting their own due
diligence to the very highest standards,” Marshall said.

Since this dual-fuel engine entered the market in 2016,
its price has dropped considerably, which makes it an even
more attractive propulsion option. Allied with its
environmental credentials and convenience of use when
employing methanol as a fuel, we are conﬁdent the MELGI will continue its promising progress," states René Sejer
Laursen, Promotion Manager, MAN Diesel & Turbo. "It's
been great working with MAN and our shipping partners
who are as committed as we are in advancing sustainable
clean marine technology. Our seven methanol-fueled
vessels have been operating safely and reliably since 2016,
and we expect these new vessels to beneﬁt from ongoing
technological advances that will continue to optimize
performance and efﬁciency," says Paul Hexter, President,
Waterfront Shipping. "We are proud to see 40 per cent of
our ﬂeet powered by methanol-fuel technology in the
coming year."

Delegates at the International Maritime Organization's
MEPC 72 meeting in April are likely to sign off the two-year
delay on ballast water convention implementation dates for
existing ships. Although the move would mean another two
years of threats from invasive species, the extra 24 months
will allow more time for the essential due diligence which
many ship operators have only just begun to come to terms
with, according to Marshall. “The correct choice of system
requires a clear understanding of complex scientiﬁc and
operational issues,” Marshall said.
Marshall cited two examples: ultra violet systems can
struggle in waters of high turbidity; and electrochlorination may not be as effective in waters of low
temperature and/or low salinity. In both cases, the
treatment system may require signiﬁcantly more power
which may or may not be available on-board ship. Parts of
the industry are ﬁnally addressing what he describes as
"the BWTS conundrum". But he also points out that whilst
many are working hard to understand the practical issues
facing the day-to-day operation of treatment systems,
many others are simply relying on type approval
certiﬁcates and testing data that often bears no
resemblance to the conditions that their vessels will face in
daily operation.
Industry Welcomes Four New Ocean-Going Vessels
Capable Of Running On Methanol
Global
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Waterfront
Shipping
Company
Ltd.
(WFS),
Marinvest/Skagerack Invest (Marinvest), IINO Kaiun
Kaisha, Ltd. (IINO), Mitsui & Co., Ltd. (Mitsui), and the
NYK Group (NYK) are proud to announce their investment
to build four new ocean-going vessels powered by cleanburning methanol fuel. These four 49,000 dead weight
tonne vessels will be delivered in 2019 and built with MAN
B&W ME-LGI 2-stroke dual-fuel engines that can run on
methanol, fuel oil, marine diesel oil or gas oil. The vessels
will join the existing seven methanol-fueled vessels
chartered by WFS. In 2016, WFS, Marinvest, Mitsui O.S.K.
Lines, Ltd., and Westfal-Larsen Management announced
the delivery of these seven fuel-efﬁcient ocean-going

As a safe, biodegradable and clean-burning fuel,
methanol is a promising alternative marine fuel that can
meet new and existing environmental regulations from the
International Maritime Organization (IMO) that require
vessels to decrease emissions of sulphur oxide and nitrogen
oxides. By using methanol rather than conventional marine
fuel, the vessels produce signiﬁcantly fewer emissions than
conventional vessels. "We have been very pleased by the
performance of the vessels delivered in 2016 and excited to
be investing in another two. Our overall focus in the
development of the dual-fuel system concept has been
safety and engine reliability. We have found the technology
for handling methanol is well developed and offers a safe
dual-fuel solution for lowﬂashpoint liquid fuels", states
Patrik Mossberg, Chairman, Marinvest. "For over 130
years, we have been guided by our commitment to
pioneering innovation. Investing in this proven
groundbreaking and innovative marine technology
exempliﬁes our commitment to using leading clean
technology to meet the safe and dependable transportation
needs of our global customers", states Koji Kondo,
Corporate Ofﬁcer, NYK.
"With the growing demand for cleaner marine fuels to
meet more stringent emission regulations, we're seeking
ways to reduce our environmental footprint," says Ryuichi
Osonoe, Director and Managing Executive Ofﬁcer IINO.
"Investing in the next generation of fuels is one way we'll
continue to meet regulations while maintaining the
efﬁciency of our operations." "We are proud to be
partnering with WFS to advance methanol as a sustainable
marine fuel and be part of an innovative solution that
meets the needs of the shipping industry and contributes to
a more sustainable future", says Takeshi Setozaki, Chief
Operating Ofﬁcer, Mitsui.

